DETAILS ON THE UIA-PHG MEETINGS IN COPENHAGEN

May 16, 2023

RSVP by June 15th, 2023: https://tamu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_6g6J2Tcf4udQSPA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sunday, July 2, 2023</th>
<th>Monday, July 3, 2023</th>
<th>Tuesday, July 4, 2023</th>
<th>Wednesday, July 5, 2023</th>
<th>Thursday, July 6, 2023</th>
<th>Friday, July 7, 2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A  
UIA Congress opens  
17:00  
PHG Booth opens | B  
15:15-16:30  
PHG Design for Health Presentation | E  
UIA Congress closes  
14:00  
PHG Booth closes | | | |
| | | C  
18:00-20:30  
Joint meeting Sports & Leisure WP | D  
18:00-20:30  
Joint meeting Sports & Leisure WP | F  
15:00-18:00  
Tours of hospitals in Copenhagen | G  
9:30-11:30  
PHG Panel discussion  
11:30-13:30  
Lunch on your own  
13:30-16:30  
Business meeting PHG and GUPHA  
Dinner on your own  
16:30-18:30  
END PHG ACTIVITIES |

A  **Sunday, July 2, 17:00, UIA Congress opens and the PHG Booth opens**  
Plans are for the PHG booth to have pictures of the winning entries from the 2022 Year of Design for Health international student design competition for a stroke rehabilitation center, and the winners of the UIA Innovative Health Design Awards.

B  **Tuesday, July 4, 15:15-16:30, Design for Health Presentation to the Congress**  
The featured guest presenter is Andrew (Andy) Dannenberg, MD, MPH, well known writer and speaker internationally as an expert on how the built environment can impact our health. Dr. Dannenberg is an Affiliate Professor in the Department of Environmental & Occupational Health Sciences and in the Department of Urban Design and Planning at the University of Washington, where he teaches courses on health and the built environment and on health impact assessment. His message will emphasize that designing for health is for every project, regardless of building type.
Tuesday, July 4, 18:00-20:30, Joint meeting, the PHG with the Sports and Leisure Work Programme

Over the past 1 ½ years it has become clear that the Sports and Leisure work programme (S&L) of the UIA is interested in many of the same things as the Public Health Group. At this special event the PHG is invited to meet and listen to the S&L to learn about their international activity.

Wednesday, July 5, 18:00-20:30, Joint meeting, the PHG with the S&L Work Programme

In this second joint meeting with the S&L work programme the PHG is invited to share some of the activities that it has been doing over the last two years and engage in a lively discussion of ideas for things these two work groups might pursue together.

Thursday, July 6, 14:00, the UIA Congress closes and the PHG Booth closes

In the closing ceremony the winners of the international student design competition for a stroke rehabilitation center, and the winners of the UIA Innovative Health Design Awards, both organized by the UIA-PHG, will be presented with their certificates and prizes.

Thursday, July 6, 15:00-18:00, PHG tours of healthcare facilities in Copenhagen

Special tours are being arranged for the PHG to visit healthcare facilities. Several facilities are under consideration, so watch for coming announcements on the places the PHG will visit!

Friday, July 7, All PHG activities will happen in the Scandic Hotel: www.scandichotels.com

Scandic Copenhague, Vester Søgade 6, 1601 København, Danemark
Rooms are still available at this hotel for those who want to be near the Friday activities.

Friday, July 7, 8:30-11:30, PHG Panel discussion on the topic: Designing for Health and Resilience

Moderated by the renowned British Architect John Cooper, panel members will offer their views on the topic, and then discuss the subject from multiple perspectives. Currently the panel is:
- Andy Dannenberg, MD, MPH, School of Public Health, University of Washington, USA
- Rene Kural, Danish Architect, Global Director, UIA Sports & Leisure Work Programme
- Ms. Birgitte Gade Ernst, Danish healthcare Architect
- Mr. Johannes Molander Pedersen, Danish healthcare Architect

Friday, July 7, 11:30-13:30, Lunch on your own (multiple venues near the hotel)

Friday, July 7, 13:30-16:30, Business meetings for the PHG and GUPHA

The two groups will conduct their annual business meetings and work through issues of strategic importance, including organizational leadership, global concerns, possible collaborations, research priorities, continuity of the year of design for health, and other important topics.

Friday, July 7, after 16:30, Dinner on your own (multiple venues near the hotel)